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keygen.Q: Can Reflection API get a generic type (no compile-time generic) from a class, at runtime? Is it possible to use the Reflection
API, at runtime, to get the generic type from a class? I do not have access to the class being used, and I need to be able to get the
generic type. (There is no compile-time generic available.) For example: Class clazz = Class.forName(className);
System.out.println("type = " + clazz.getGenericSuperclass()); // Getting String Input: If I have a compiled Class object, can I get the
type from it? public class CustomClass extends GenericClass { ... } Class clazz =... System.out.println(clazz.getGenericSuperclass()); //
Getting String A: From 4.5 Java Reflection API doc: The raw type corresponding to an erasure is a reference to the most derived class
as declared by the type T, and it is a compile-time error to use reflection with a parameterized type whose erasure is not a reference
type. This means that it is not possible to get a reference to the most derived type without a generic type, but you may be able to get a
direct reference to that type using Reflection in the same way that you would use Reflection for anything else (i.e. using
Class.isAssignableFrom() and instanceof). That is to say, is the class you are given a Class of the same type as what you are trying to
do? Jurgen Klinsmann shares his thoughts on Brazil striker Neymar and says that he’s "inclined" to be interested in him if the
Montreal Impact brings him to the MLS. (1:35) The Montreal Impact have opened negotiations with Neymar’s representatives for the
Brazil star’s transfer, and there’s a decent chance the deal will
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